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AccelOps Keeps Formula One Broadcasting On Track with
Integrated Performance, Availability and IT Security
Monitoring
AccelOps is being used to monitor the IT infrastructure supporting the global broadcasting of
Formula One motorsport events for German Broadcaster RTL
SANTA CLARA, Calif. - March 07, 2013 - AccelOps, Inc., the pioneering developer of the
industry's first software application to integrate security (SIEM), performance and availability
monitoring into a single platform, announced today that its software is being used to monitor the
IT infrastructure supporting the global broadcasting of Formula One motorsport events for
German Broadcaster RTL. Com1/Insource ICT, a leading Dutch communications services
provider, has adopted the AccelOps monitoring application to remotely manage all of the critical
broadcasting and networking infrastructure used by _wige MEDIA AG in producing Formula
One television productions worldwide on behalf of RTL Germany.
Formula One racing represents the pinnacle of high performance and precision in motorsports.
To capture the speed and excitement of the sport for television viewers worldwide, _wige
MEDIA relies on an equally high performance and precise IT infrastructure to support its highdefinition video capture, editing and broadcast. Com1/Insource ICT collaborates with _wige
MEDIA to provide the critical high-end networking and infrastructure management capabilities.
"We chose AccelOps because we need an integrated view of the health and security of the
network, systems and applications," said Tobias Vees, executive vice president technology and
corporate development at _wige MEDIA AG.
Bas Sanders, Chief Executive Officer of Com1/Insource ICT, said, "We deliver managed IT
services over a state-of-the-art network and infrastructure, and AccelOps gives us the visibility to
remotely monitor performance and availability metrics, application health and infrastructure
resource usage in real time. With AccelOps, we are able to track and correlate network and
application behavior to generate baseline metrics and to detect anomalous activity."
AccelOps provides service-level visibility as a "single pane of glass" that is driven from realtime analytics that aggregate and correlate cross-domain activity, events and incident data across
Com1/Insource ICT's physical and virtual infrastructure. This integrated system is more
effective, less costly and easier for network and security administrators to use as it replaces
multiple legacy datacenter point-product solutions. The AccelOps solution provides the
scalability and real-time performance required for supporting Formula One and today’s dynamic
data center infrastructure.

More information about AccelOps is available online at www.accelops.com

About AccelOps
AccelOps provides a new generation of integrated security, performance and availability
monitoring software for today's dynamic, virtualized data centers. Based on patented distributed
real-time analytics technology, AccelOps automatically analyzes and makes sense of behavior
patterns spanning server, storage, network, security, users, and applications to rapidly detect and
resolve problems. AccelOps works across traditional data centers as well as private and hybrid
clouds. The software-only application runs on a VMware ESX or ESXi virtual appliance and
scales seamlessly by adding additional VMs to a cluster. Its unmatched delivery of real-time,
proactive security and operational intelligence allows organizations to be more responsive and
competitive as they expand the IT capabilities that underpin their business. For more
information, visit www.accelops.com.

About Com1/Insource ICT
Com1 is a leading provider of networking and security services in The Netherlands. With a
profound and dedicated team, Com1 offers its services to a wide variety of clients utilizing
leading edge technology. Through its collaboration with AccelOps, Com1 is able to provide
high-end services in business critical environments as the Formula One. For more information,
visit www.com1.nl.
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